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Abstract

Children often simplify target speech sounds using phonological processes, or common developmental error patterns. However, some children produce less common error patterns that differ from common errors. In the current study, less common errors involving /l/ sounds were studied as the phoneme /l/ is a sound that is subject to frequent misarticulations in young children and perceptual confusion among listeners. The current study focused on less common errors because studies have suggested that atypical errors can indicate weak phonological representations and poor phonological awareness skills, which can have long-term effects on children’s literacy skills. Therefore, the aim of the current study was to better understand types of less common errors of /l/ in children and examine speech-language pathologists’ (SLPs’) perception and treatment of these errors. Participants included 22 certified speech-language pathologists with experience in assessing and treating children’s speech. Listeners judged the perceptual acceptability of children’s correct productions, common error productions, and less common error productions of word-initial /l/ using a multiple-choice task and visual analog scale. Listeners also selected how they would treat less common /l/ errors in the clinical setting. Results showed that there was variability in listeners’ perception of less common errors of /l/ as compared to correct and common error productions and that SLPs used many different treatment methods for these errors. This demonstrates a need for more consistent terminology, comprehensive literature, and perceptual training regarding less common speech errors involving /l/.
Chapter 1. Introduction

Phonological processes refer to patterns of sound errors used by young children to simplify a target speech sound. Phonological processes are natural processes of speech production, and most phonological processes are suppressed, or no longer used, by 3-7 years of age in children with typically developing speech (TDS) when the child learns to accurately produce the sound (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2015; Donegan & Stampe, 1979; Peña-Brooks & Hedge, 2007).

However, there are some children who use these phonological processes past the age at which they should be suppressed. These children are classified as having a phonological delay or delayed speech development, which refers to the presence of speech error patterns that are typically produced by at least 10% of children of a younger chronological age (Dodd, 2011). There are also children who show error patterns that are not commonly shown in children with TDS, which cannot be explained by typical phonological processes. These children are classified as having disordered speech, which refers to the presence of at least one error pattern that is atypical of any age (Dodd, 2011).

Although there have been extensive studies on typical error patterns, there has been less attention on atypical error patterns of speech. It is important to investigate these atypical patterns closely because studies have suggested that atypical errors indicate weak phonological representations in a child and poor phonological awareness (PA) skills, which can have long-term effects on children’s literacy skills (Anthony et al., 2010; Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Dodd, 2013; Leitão & Fletcher, 2004; Preston & Edwards, 2010). Additionally, studies have shown that children who produce atypical errors are also less likely to standardize their speech without the help of intervention (Broomfield & Dodd, 2005; Hua, 2002; Leonard, 1973).
Likewise, although the implications of atypical error patterns have been suggested, not many studies have investigated specific types of less common error patterns or treatment approaches for these errors. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to better understand types of less common errors and speech-language pathologists’ perception and treatment of these errors focusing on one sound that is subject to frequent errors in young children, the lateral liquid /l/.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

Speech Sound Development and Error Patterns in Children’s Speech

Children develop spoken language in an orderly progression by listening to the languages around them. Speech-production skills occur in a sequence of stages with each stage building on the previous stages in a systematic way (Stark, 1980). Typically, children learn to develop vowel sounds by the age of 3;0 and most consonants by the age of 5;0 (McLeod & Crowe, 2018; Smit et al., 1990; Templin, 1957). Specifically, /p, b, m, d, n, h, t, k, g, w, η, f, j/ are classified as “early” sounds and are developed by the ages of 2;0 – 3;11, and /l, ʎ, ñ, s, v, ʃ, z/ are classified as “middle” sounds and are developed by the ages of 4;0 – 4;11 (McLeod & Crowe, 2018). “Late” sounds include /ɹ, ʒ, ð, θ/ and are known to develop between the ages of 5;0 – 6;11 (McLeod & Crowe, 2018).

Children’s phonological representations are also believed to become more refined as they develop their understanding of the sounds and sound patterns within their language (Preston et al., 2013). As children learn to produce adult-like speech sounds, children with TDS and those with speech sound disorders (SSD) simplify adults’ speech patterns by using different phonological processes. Phonological processes can be characterized into three categories: assimilation, where one sound becomes similar to a nearby sound (e.g., “gog” for dog, “nandy” for candy); substitution, where one sound is systematically substituted for another sound (e.g., “tar” for car, “wabbit” for rabbit); and syllable structure, where sound changes impact the syllabic structure of a word (e.g., “top” for stop, “nana” for banana) (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2015). These typical simplifications of sounds are not of concern if produced at the appropriate age; most children are able to develop intelligible speech on their
own by the age of 4;0 by listening to the sounds around them and without the need for explicit teaching (Coplan & Gleason, 1988; Van Riper, 1939).

**Atypical Error Patterns**

While children usually show the above listed common error patterns, some children also show patterns that we normally do not see in children with TDS. Atypical error patterns, which are also referred to as nondevelopmental errors or rare error types, are errors that are less commonly produced by children of any age and have been described as unusual or deviant (e.g., Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Dodd, 2005; Dodd & Iacano, 1989; Dodd et al., 1989; Edwards & Shriberg, 1983; Ingram, 1976; Klein & Spector, 1985; Leonard, 1985; Lowe, 1994; Preston & Edwards, 2010; Smit et al., 1990). Atypical error types include deleting initial consonants in words (word-initial consonant deletion) (e.g., “at” for cat) or replacing a front sound with a back sound (backing) (e.g., “he” or “gee” for see) (Dodd & Iacano, 1989; Preston & Edwards, 2010). Another example of atypical error types is glottal stop substitution, when a consonant is substituted with a glottal stop, or a sound produced in the back of the throat (e.g., “fu-ie” for funny) (DeWitt, 2019).

**Implications of Atypical Errors**

The production of atypical error patterns has several implications regarding children’s development. Although other studies have reported low occurrences of persistent atypical speech sound errors (e.g., Preston et al., 2013; To et al., 2022), some studies have shown that children with atypical speech errors are at a greater risk of not developing typical speech without clinical intervention (Leonard, 1973). For example, a small study by Hua (2002) assessed young children in Beijing with no available speech-language pathologist services. An initial assessment revealed two children who consistently produced atypical errors and three children who were using...
delayed phonological error patterns. When assessed nine months later, the children who
produced atypical errors were still exhibiting disordered speech, while one of the phonologically
delayed children was producing age-appropriate errors. Another study by Broomfield and Dodd
(2005) examined children in the United Kingdom who were on a six-month waitlist for speech
therapy. The results showed that children with disordered speech (who consistently produced
atypical errors) did not make progress, while the phonologically delayed children (who produced
errors accounted for by phonological processes at a younger age level) did make progress.

Additionally, atypical errors have implications regarding a child’s phonological system.
Studies have shown that atypical error patterns are reported to indicate poor phonological
representations of a child, or poor mental representations of sounds and sound combinations of a
language (Anthony et al., 2010; Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Dodd, 2013). Studies such as
Preston and Edwards (2010) and Leitão and Fletcher (2004) have shown that children who
produce atypical errors score significantly lower on school-age PA measures, or measures that
relate to the ability to recognize and manipulate sounds in spoken words and sentences. These
findings are congruous with the idea that weak phonological representations may be the basis of
both atypical error patterns and poor PA skills (Preston & Edwards, 2010; Preston et al., 2013).

This is especially important because poor PA skills can have long-term effects on
children’s literacy skills and academic success, especially if their speech deficits persist after
entering school or when a language impairment is present (e.g., Nathan et al., 2004; Raitano et
al., 2004; Snowling et al., 2000). Leitão and Fletcher (2004) showed that speech disorders
characterized by atypical errors and associated with poor phonological representations place the
child at risk for future difficulties with acquiring literacy. The study followed children who
originally produced non-developmental errors and had difficulty with PA tasks at 5-6 years of
age and low average reading skills and poor spelling skills when they were 7 years old (Leitão et al., 2000; Leitão et al., 1997; Leitão et al., 1998). Children from these original studies were followed up and reassessed at age 12-13 and exhibited continuing difficulties with reading accuracy, phonemic decoding, and spelling (skills that rely on intact phonological representations and phonological processing). They also reported weaknesses in reading comprehension, further providing evidence for persistent difficulties in students who begin school with a speech disorder consisting of atypical speech errors. Therefore, it is important for SLPs to identify children who produce atypical errors and utilize treatment methods that target their poor phonological representations and PA skills that can impact a child’s literacy skills.

Lastly, children with speech disorder who produce atypical error patterns have also been reported to perform less well than phonologically delayed children on cognitive-linguistic tasks, exhibiting weaknesses in cognitive flexibility and abstracting nonlinguistic rules (Dodd, 2011). Flexible cognition, or the part of intelligence that permits children to incorporate new information during learning, is needed for phonological development because children must alter their phonological representations and responses depending on input from the environment (De´ak, 2003; Dodd, 2011). Difficulty with abstracting and implementing rules of the phonological system aligns with findings regarding the traits of disordered speech and children’s lack of spontaneous change without intervention (Dodd, 2011; Dodd et al., 2000). Research supports intervention that targets speech-processing deficits that underlie a child’s disordered speech in order to efficiently create necessary systemwide change that otherwise may not occur without intervention (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997).

All these findings suggest the significance of early identification and treatment in children who produce atypical error patterns and of providing appropriate intervention for
children who produce these atypical errors. To better understand less common errors produced by young children and how these sounds are perceived in clinic, the current study examined different error patterns and SLPs’ perception of these productions involving one of the English sounds, lateral liquid /l/, as a target sound.

**English Lateral Liquid /l/: Characteristics, Development, and Error Patterns in Young Children**

**Characteristics of /l/**

English lateral liquid /l/ is an articulatorily challenging sound due to a complex gesture that involves both an anterior and posterior lingual constriction. These lingual constrictions are characterized by tongue tip raising and tongue dorsum retraction (Browman & Goldstein, 1989; Gick, 1999; Sproat & Fujimara, 1993). In the anterior constriction, the tip of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge for tongue tip closure. In the posterior constriction, the tongue dorsum, or body of the tongue, retracts toward the back of the throat, and the tongue dips laterally (Narayanan et al., 1997). In American English, production of /l/ can vary by word position and by dialect. Typically, word-initial /l/ is associated with the anterior constriction occurring earlier than the posterior constriction, while word-final /l/ is associated with the posterior constriction occurring earlier than the anterior constriction (Sproat & Fujimara, 1993). However, in some dialects, speakers may produce /l/ with an earlier posterior constriction (typically associated with word-final /l/ or “dark /l/”), regardless of word position. Therefore, production of /l/ not only involves a complex articulatory gesture, but there is also variation in the production of /l/ based on word position and dialect.

In addition to being an articulatorily challenging sound, /l/ is also subject to perceptual confusion. This is due to the acoustic proximity of /l/ with other semivowel sounds, specifically /w/. Semivowel sounds (/w/, /j/, /ɹ/, /l/) share an articulatory characteristic with each other in that
all of these four sounds involve movement to and away from a constriction in the vocal tract that is tighter than that for vowels, but not as tight as other consonant sounds (Hixon et al., 2018). Thus, these sounds share some prominent acoustic features; all semivowel sounds have an interval where F1, F2, and F3 are relatively constant, and all have large transitions in at least one of the first three formants going in and out of the steady formant frequencies (Hixon et al., 2018). The first formant frequency, or F1, is similar across all semivowels. Child and adult speakers distinguish /l/ from /ɹ/ along F3, while adults distinguish /l/ from /ɹ/ with a lower F2 (Howson & Redford, 2021). Most acoustically similar of the semivowels are /l/ and /w/, which both have a wide frequency separation between F2 and F3 and are distinguished from each other by the second formant (Dalston, 1975; Hixon et al., 2018). Because /l/ most closely shares similar acoustic characteristics with /w/, this makes it difficult to perceptually differentiate between /w/ and /l/ and causes frequent misperception of the /l/ sound.

**Development and Error Patterns of /l/**

The phoneme lateral liquid /l/ is associated with higher misarticulation rates among children with TDS or SSD (Chung, 2020; Hodson & Paden, 1981; Lin & Demuth, 2015; Smit et al., 1990). Traditionally, English lateral liquid /l/ is considered to develop later in the phonological system of a child. Shriberg (1993) classified /l/ as one of the “late 8” sounds, meaning that it is one of eight consonants (/ʃ, θ, s, z, θ, l, r, ʒ/) that develop between five and seven years of age. Recently, in their review study, McLeod and Crowe (2018) classified /l/ as one of the “middle” sounds that develops between the ages of 4;0 – 4;11. Some other studies that examined the acquisition patterns of /l/ by word position showed that word-initial /l/ can be acquired by 2;0 or 3;0 (e.g., Chung, 2020; Dyson, 1988; Lin & Demuth, 2015), while word-final /l/ is acquired after 7;11 (Lin & Demuth, 2015).
When misarticulated, /l/ is often substituted with other sounds or is deleted, both in singleton and in clusters. For /l/ clusters (e.g., blue, play, splat), cluster reduction/simplification, where a consonant cluster of two or more consonants is lessened into a single consonant through omission (e.g., “back” for black, “spat” for splat), or substitutions to other sounds (e.g., “cwoud” for cloud) are the most common error patterns. For singleton /l/, types of errors differ by word position. For word-initial /l/, one of the most common error patterns includes liquid gliding, which refers to an error pattern where a child substitutes a liquid sound (/l, r/) with a glide sound (/j, w/) (Hodson & Paden, 1981). An example of liquid gliding is when a child says [jaɪ] for like or [wed] for red. For word-final /l/, one most typical error pattern involves vocalization, where /l/ is produced as either a back vowel or a glide (Hardcastle & Barry, 1989). Examples include [tɔ] or [tɔə] for tall and [sɪə] for seal. Chung (2020) found that the most common error pattern for word-final /l/ in Southern White Vernacular English (SWVE)-speaking children was vocalization, with a percentage of occurrence of 95% of instances.

**Less Common Error Patterns of /l/**

Other types of error patterns involving /l/ aside from gliding and vocalization have been scarce in the literature. However, there have been some examples that discuss error patterns of word-initial /l/ that differ from common gliding errors. For example, instances of children who produce nasalization of /l/ have been described by SLPs online, and these SLPs have asked for clinical opinions regarding how to effectively treat this less common error (Marshalla, 2011, 2012). Another error pattern of /l/ that differs from gliding is /d/ substitution, where children produce [d]-like productions for /l/ (Gick et al., 2007). However, there has not been any systematic analysis regarding these less common error patterns of /l/. One factor that may contribute to the lack of data on other types of /l/ error patterns could be the nature of children’s
productions of the /l/ sound, which vary articulatorily and acoustically between /l/ and other error sounds, making it difficult to classify the sound into one phonemic category.

**Perception and Treatment of Children’s Speech Sounds**

As previously described, the phoneme /l/ shares articulatory properties with the other semivowel sounds (/w/, /j/, /ɹ/), resulting in semivowel sounds sharing many acoustic features among each other. This makes semivowel sounds perceptually challenging, specifically differentiating /l/ from /w/ (O’Connor et al., 1957). Additionally, some children produce “intermediate” productions with acoustic-articulatory characteristics that are between the target sound and error sound, making it difficult for listeners to categorize the sound into an acceptable phonemic category (e.g., Baum & Mcnutt, 1990; Macken & Barton, 1980; McAllister Byun et al., 2016; Meyer & Munson, 2021). This makes it difficult to judge children’s speech sounds perceptually and can cause difficulty with assessment and intervention (Bernstein, 2015). Due to these difficulties, /l/ may be categorized as certain sounds (e.g., /w/ or /j/) more often than other less common error sounds.

Also, listeners’ speech perception varies by many factors, such as the speaker or listener’s age, gender, dialect, emotional state, or identity (Holt & Lotto, 2010). Specifically, when asked to judge speech sounds produced by children, studies have shown that listeners demonstrate a perceptual bias regarding children’s productions. For instance, a study by Munson et al. (2010) analyzed listeners’ perception of sound productions of 2- to 5-year-old children embedded in different carrier phrases; some were placed in phrases without any speech errors, while others were placed in phrases with speech sound errors. The results showed that listeners tended to rate productions as accurate when they believed the child speaker to be older (i.e., when the sound was placed in a phrase with no errors) compared to when bias caused them to believe the speaker
was younger (i.e., when the sound was placed in a phrase with speech errors). Similarly, in another study, Chung et al. (2023) examined listeners’ perception of child and adult word-final /l/ productions embedded in monosyllabic words. The results showed that listeners were more likely to judge word-final /l/ as correct when produced by adult speakers, while they were more likely to perceive word-final /l/ as incorrect when produced by a child, regardless of the acoustic similarities between adult and child word-final /l/ productions. This demonstrates that listeners show implicit bias based on the perceived age of the speaker.

In addition to the factors discussed above, listeners’ perception of children’s speech sounds can also vary by their experience with child speech. For example, Klein et al. (2012) studied experienced (i.e., SLPs) and inexperienced (i.e., graduate students) listeners’ perception of one of the semivowel sounds, /ɾ/, and found that inexperienced listeners had greater variation in their judgments of intermediate productions of /ɾ/. This suggests that more perceptual training on children’s speech sounds could be helpful in increasing consistency of perceptual judgements of intermediate productions and might also be beneficial for being less biased by external factors.

**Treatment of Atypical Error Patterns**

Currently, there is limited information on how atypical errors are being treated in the clinical setting. Some existing studies that report treatment methods of atypical errors have suggested that these errors may improve using traditional phonological approaches, such as minimal pairs approach (Dodd & Iacano, 1989; Leonard & Brown, 1984; Preston & Edwards, 2010). However, online SLP testimonies have described the use of other approaches for less common error patterns of /l/ (specifically nasalization) in the clinical setting, such as using therapy tools to demonstrate oral versus nasal resonance, shaping vowel sounds into consonant sounds, and using tactile cues to facilitate accurate resonance (Marshalla, 2011, 2012). This
reflects a lack of consistency in SLPs’ use of treatment methods, which range from traditional phonological methods to other articulation methods that are specific to the articulatory or resonant nature of the error. This indicates the need for more studies on less common error patterns and further examination of the methods that SLPs are using to treat less common error patterns of /l/ in the clinical setting.

Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to a) understand types and SLPs’ perception of less common error patterns involving /l/ and b) examine treatment methods SLPs use to treat these errors. The specific research questions are as follows:

a. What are the types of less common errors of /l/, and do experienced SLPs show consistency in accuracy judgment of these errors?

b. What treatment methods do SLPs use for less common error patterns of /l/, and are they similar to or different from methods used to treat common error patterns?

In response to the first research question, it was hypothesized that there would be variability in SLPs’ perception of less common error patterns of /l/ due to /l/ being a sound that is subject to perceptual confusion and because children often produce intermediate productions that are difficult to categorize perceptually. In response to the second research question, it was predicted that SLPs’ treatment methods for less common /l/ errors would vary by SLPs and include a combination of different treatment methods.
Chapter 3. Methods

Participants

Listeners included 28 certified SLPs who were monolingual English speakers with experience with assessing and treating children’s speech. Listeners who were not experienced with children’s speech, were not monolingual English speakers, and/or had a history of hearing difficulties were not included in the study. Three listeners reported a history of speech/language difficulties (all SSD); however, all three participants reported that these difficulties were resolved and were therefore included in the study. One participant reported a history of hearing loss, one listener reported technical difficulties, one listener did not yet have their certification of clinical competence, and three listeners did not fully complete the survey; therefore, these participants were excluded from the study, resulting in a total of 22 listeners.

Each participant was asked to complete a questionnaire to document their amount and type of clinical experience, including city and states they have practiced, backgrounds of populations they have worked with, age range of children they have worked with, and the kinds of speech sound errors they have treated (see Appendix A). Listeners’ amount of clinical experience ranged from 2 to 36 years, with the mean being 21;6 (years; months). Most listeners reported working with child clients very frequently and reported having experience with children ranging in age from 2 years old to high school age. The majority of listeners reported having practiced in Louisiana, but some listeners reported having practiced in other states (e.g., Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas, Florida, North Carolina, Kentucky, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, California, and Hawaii). Other details regarding listeners’ background information including city/states practiced, backgrounds of populations worked with, and clinical settings worked in are summarized in Appendix B.
Table 3.1. Participant background by years of clinical experience, current exposure to children, and age range of patients worked with.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Years of Clinical Experience (years; months)</th>
<th>Current Exposure to Children</th>
<th>Age Range of Patients Worked With</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L01</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L02</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L03</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - Pre-k, K - 5th grade, high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L04</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L05</td>
<td>2;6</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L06</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>K - adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L07</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>K – 5th grade, adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L08</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Often</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L09</td>
<td>31;6</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Often</td>
<td>2 years old - Pre-k, K - 5th grade, middle school, adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – 5th grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>K – 5th grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – 5th grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Often</td>
<td>2 years old – high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - Pre-k, K - 5th grade, middle school, adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L20</td>
<td>4;6</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – middle school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old - adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>2 years old – adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very frequently</td>
<td>K – 5th grade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On-campus and local recruitment was done through flyer distribution and word of mouth.

The involvement of the study was voluntary, and no one was obligated to participate in the study.

All procedures involving recruitment, data collection, and data analysis were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Louisiana State University (IRB# 1254) (see Appendix C).
Stimuli
The stimuli used in the current experiment were from a larger study on child semivowel productions (Chung, 2020; Chung & Weismer, 2021). The child speakers included children who were speakers of monolingual SWVE, aged between 2 to 6 years, and had TDS or SSD. Target words included monosyllabic words that contain /l/ in word-initial position across different vowel contexts, as summarized in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. List of target words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel context</th>
<th>Target words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i, ɪ/</td>
<td>leaf, lick, lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u, ʊ/</td>
<td>loop, lose, look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɑ, ɔ/</td>
<td>lock, log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɛ, e/</td>
<td>leg, late, lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>love</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The author, who had taken courses in phonetics, acoustics, and SSD; received training on semivowel sounds for two years; and completed 1 year of graduate clinical practicum listened to these productions and categorized each production into one of three categories: correct, common errors (gliding), or less common errors (errors other than typical gliding errors). Another transcriber who had received similar training as the author also listened to these productions for interrater reliability, and the agreement was 90%. Productions were balanced between correct productions, common error productions, and less common error productions and then randomized. Half of the productions were repeated twice in the experiment for intra-rater reliability. The number of tokens in each category (correct, common errors, less common errors) are summarized in Table 3.3. Intensity of the tokens was normalized to 70 dB using a customized Praat script to control the intensity of all productions (Boersma & Weenink, 2023; Winn, 2020).
Procedures

Testing took place remotely at the listener's convenience via an online Qualtrics survey. At the beginning of the survey, participants completed a consent form and questionnaire detailing their experience with less common error patterns of /l/ and how they have treated those errors. The perceptual task began with verbal and written instructions followed by a set of practice productions to familiarize participants with testing procedures. Then, participants were presented with recordings of target words containing children’s common and less common productions of word-initial /l/. Participants were given the written target word for each recording (see Figure 3.1), so they were aware of what target word the child was producing. Participants were then asked to judge the perceptual acceptability of the production using a multiple-choice task and visual analog scale (VAS). The options provided for the multiple-choice task were Correct, Deletion, Distortion, Substitution (to _ ), or Other, and the VAS ranged from “I heard the /l/ sound produced incorrectly” to “I heard the /l/ sound produced correctly.” For the VAS task, participants were instructed to use the entire scale when rating the sound. Examples of the multiple-choice task and VAS are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

Table 3.3. Number of tokens by category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common errors</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less common errors</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Target word: laugh

How would you rate this production of /l/?

Correct
Deletion
Distortion
Substitution (to _) 
Other

Figure 3.1. Example of multiple-choice task.

Please rate the production of the "l" sound on the scale below:

I heard the "l" sound produced incorrectly  I heard the "l" sound produced correctly

Figure 3.2. Example of VAS task.
After listeners finished the perceptual task, they were asked to judge five productions of less common errors and select which methods they would use to treat each error in the clinical setting. Multiple-choice options for the treatment task included a) Placement cues (verbal, visual, tactile), b) Discrimination tasks (e.g., minimal pairs approach), c) Facilitating contexts (opportunity to produce /l/ correctly based on surrounding phonemes), d) Therapy tools to demonstrate oral vs. nasal resonance, e) Shaping vowel sounds into consonant sounds, f) Using tactile cues to facilitate oral vs. nasal resonance, and g) Other. Listeners were able to select as many methods as they thought were appropriate. An example of the treatment task of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.3.
Data Analysis

To address the first research question regarding the types of less common errors of /l/, children’s productions of word-initial /l/ were further categorized by error pattern to determine the types of less common error patterns of /l/ that children produce. To address the question of whether SLPs show consistency in accuracy judgment of less common errors of /l/, results from the multiple-choice and VAS tasks were analyzed. First, for the multiple-choice task, percentage agreement with the listener categorization responses and the original categorization was calculated for each listener and for each category. Those percentage agreement scores were then averaged across listeners to obtain an average percentage agreement score for each category. If listeners chose a
multiple-choice response other than substitution but provided a written description that indicated their perception of some nasality in the stimuli, these responses were re-coded as examples of nasalization. For example, if a listener selected the multiple-choice category of other but provided a written description of “slightly nasalized,” “nasalization,” or “resonance influenced error,” this was coded as nasalization. Likewise, if listeners chose the multiple-choice selection of other but provided written responses such as “omitted” or “omission of /l/,” these responses were categorized into the deletion category. Examples of how listeners’ responses were coded are shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4. Examples of coding based on listeners’ responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Category (multiple choice options)</th>
<th>Listener Responses</th>
<th>Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>Distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution (to______)</td>
<td>/w/ or /j/</td>
<td>Gliding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>Nasalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>/d/ substitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>slightly nasalized, nasalization, resonance influenced error</td>
<td>Nasalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omitted, omission of /l/</td>
<td>Deletion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the VAS task, the mean and median of VAS ratings for all listeners was calculated for each category. The standard deviation (SD) for each category was also calculated to determine the distribution of listeners’ responses. For the statistical analysis, a non-parametric equivalent of one-way ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis test, was used to examine differences in VAS ratings across the groups (original categories). Kruskal-Wallis test was used as Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test showed that the data violated the assumption of normality. All the statistical analyses were conducted using `shapiro.test()` and `kruskal.test()` functions in R software (R Core Team, 2023). The pairwise comparisons were also performed using `pairwise.wilcox.test()` function in order to determine which groups differ from each other. Interrater reliability was calculated using an `icc()` function in R software for each rating category (R Core Team, 2023).
One listener, L03, was removed for the VAS rating analysis due to only selecting binary choices (0 or 1) and therefore exhibiting unreliable ratings.

For the second research question on the kinds of approaches SLPs use to treat less common errors of /l/, a descriptive analysis was used. Additionally, responses from the treatment task were analyzed descriptively to determine specific methods reported by SLPs to treat each less common error.
Chapter 4. Results

Types of Less Common Errors of /l/

Child productions of word-initial /l/ that were categorized by a trained transcriber as *less common errors* were examined and further classified into specific error patterns. Examination of these productions showed that less common errors consisted of three error patterns: a) nasalization, b) /d/ substitution, and c) word-initial /l/ deletion. Nasalized productions were productions that contained varying degrees of nasalized resonance, ranging from slightly nasalized to complete substitution of /n/ for /l/ (e.g., [nɑk] for *lock*, [nɪp] for *lip*, [næf] for *laugh*). Productions were categorized as /d/ substitution when word-initial /l/ was substituted with the phoneme /d/ (e.g., [duz] for *lose*, [dup] for *loop*). Productions categorized as word-initial /l/ deletion included productions where word-initial /l/ was omitted (e.g., [up] for *loop*, [ɔg] for *log*).

Multiple-Choice Task

Results for the multiple-choice task showed that the *correct* and common error pattern, gliding, categories have the highest percentage agreement, with the percentage agreement being 94.78% and 82.95%, respectively. Regarding percentage agreement for the less common error patterns (nasalization, /d/ substitution, and deletion), greater variability in percentage agreement was found as compared to those of the correct and gliding categories. First, nasalization showed the least percentage agreement between listener categorization and original categorization (50.27%). When judged as other categories other than nasalization, listeners commonly chose the correct category (39.3%), followed by distortion (6.16%) and gliding (substitution to /j/) (1.6%). The deletion category had a similar but slightly higher percentage agreement (51.65%). Judgment patterns within the deletion category included some productions being consistently categorized
as gliding (substitution to /j/) (17.36%) or as distortion (13.64%). Lastly, percentage agreement for /d/ substitution was 71.59%. This was the highest percentage agreement among the less common errors. If not judged as /d/ substitution, these productions were commonly categorized as correct. Percentage agreement for all categories is shown in Table 4.1. The “other substitution” category refers to listeners’ responses including a substitution error other than gliding, nasalization, or /d/ substitution (e.g., glottal substitution).

Table 4.1. Percentage agreement by original category and listener responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Category</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Gliding</th>
<th>Nasalization</th>
<th>/d/ substitution</th>
<th>Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Listener Responses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>94.78</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gliding</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>82.95</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasalization</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.27</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/ substitution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71.59</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>51.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>13.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Substitution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAS Task**

For the VAS task, ratings for each original category are depicted in Figure 4.1. The curve of this density plot shows the proportion of values, and peaks show where values are concentrated.
Figure 4.1. Density plot of VAS ratings by original category. VAS rating of “0” represents “I heard the /l/ sound produced incorrectly” and “1” represents “I heard the /l/ sound produced correctly.”

As can be observed in Figure 4.1, the correct category had high density peaks closest to 1, indicating that most listeners rated productions in this category as acceptable productions of /l/ and showed little variability between listeners (mean: 0.89, median: 0.99, SD: 0.20). For the gliding category, the peak was near 0, indicating that most listeners rated these productions as unacceptable productions of /l/. These responses also showed less variability among listeners (mean: 0.17, median: 0.03, SD: 0.29). Categories deletion and /d/ substitution also had peaks near 0 but showed slightly more variability in listeners’ ratings than the correct and gliding categories (deletion: mean: 0.17, median: 0.02, SD: 0.30; /d/ substitution: mean: 0.18, median: 0.03, SD: 0.31). Lastly, the nasalization category showed the greatest variation, with some
concentration both near VAS ratings 0 and 1, indicating that there was the least agreement among listeners as compared to the other categories (mean: 0.40, median: 0.16, SD: 0.41). In other words, some listeners rated the nasalized productions as completely acceptable productions of /l/, some rated the productions as completely unacceptable, and some rated the productions as in between acceptable and unacceptable.

The statistical analysis confirmed these observations. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there are significant differences in VAS rating among the categories ($p < 0.05$). Specifically, the pairwise Wilcoxon test showed that VAS ratings of correct category differ significantly from all the other categories ($p < 0.05$), and those of nasalization category also differed significantly from the rest of the other categories ($p < 0.05$).

For interrater reliability, the ICC ratings for each category were lower for correct (0.06), gliding (0.14), nasalization (0.31), and deletion (0.14) categories than for /d/ substitution (0.53). Lower interrater reliability could be explained by one or two listeners selecting very binary responses or due to some stimuli being intermediate productions that were in between the target sound and other error sounds.

**Treatment Methods Used to Treat Less Common Error Patterns of /l/**

The descriptive analysis of SLPs’ responses on treatment methods for less common errors involving /l/ showed that the most frequently used method was placement cues, followed by the repetition/drill and phonological methods. These results are summarized in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2. Treatment methods for less common errors of /l/ by percentage of listeners who selected each response.

For the treatment methods for each type of error, the most frequently selected method for nasalized productions was *placement cues* (selected by 47% of listeners), followed by *therapy tools to demonstrate oral vs nasal resonance* (43% of listeners) and *discrimination tasks* (41% of listeners). Overall, 41% of listeners selected a combination of both phonetic-based and phonological methods (e.g., selection of placement cues, discrimination tasks, and other methods specific to nasalization).

For productions where /d/ was substituted for /l/, 80% of listeners selected *placement cues* as a treatment method, followed by *discrimination tasks* (66% of listeners) and *facilitating contexts* (43% of listeners). Additionally, 66% of listeners selected methods that were both phonological- and phonetic-based. Lastly, for the *deletion* category, the most frequently selected treatment method was *placement cues* (selected by 100% of listeners), followed by *discrimination tasks* (59% of listeners), and *facilitating contexts* (45% of listeners). Thirteen out
of 22 listeners (59%) selected multiple methods that were both phonetic-based and phonological-based methods. There was one listener who selected both placement cues and discrimination tasks and also selected the Other option, reporting that they would use “phonological awareness tasks to teach awareness of initial consonants” to treat this type of atypical error.
Chapter 5. Discussion

The aim of the current study was to better understand different error patterns of /l/ in children and speech-language pathologists’ perception and treatment of these errors. The first research question examined a) error patterns of /l/ produced by children that differ from common phonological processes and b) whether experienced SLPs showed consistency in accuracy judgment of these less common errors.

Types of Less Common Errors

Examination of children’s less common /l/ errors show that these errors can be categorized into three different patterns: word-initial /l/ deletion, nasalization, and substitution of /d/ for /l/.

Word-initial consonant deletion has been frequently reported in studies involving atypical error patterns (e.g., Dodd, 2011; Dodd & Iacano, 1989; Preston & Edwards, 2010). Additionally, nasalization has been cited as a type of “atypical change,” specifically an “atypical manner of articulation change” (e.g., Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Macrae & Tyler, 2014; Preston & Edwards, 2010), which can be associated with weak underlying phonological representations and impaired PA skills (Anthony et al., 2010; Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Preston & Edwards, 2010). As for /d/ substitution, it has been reported that children do frequently produce this error and that it can be explained by gestural omission involving the loss of a posterior gesture, resulting in a [d]-like tongue shape (e.g., Gick et al., 2007; Howson & Redford, 2019, 2021). However, there has not been a study that has reported an exact percentage of children who produce this error. Therefore, it is unclear whether this error is an example of an atypical error or a less common developmental error that can be explained by articulatory simplification, like other common, developmental errors.
Listener Perception of Less Common Error Patterns

As for SLPs’ perception of different /l/ error patterns, it was hypothesized that SLPs would show greater variability in their accuracy judgment and VAS ratings of less common error patterns of /l/ as compared to the perception of acceptable productions due to /l/ being subject to perceptual confusion and children’s intermediate productions. As predicted, listeners were more consistent in their judgment of correct productions as demonstrated by a high percentage agreement for the multiple-choice task and high density peaks closest to 1 for the VAS distribution. Additionally, results showed that the gliding category also had a high percentage agreement for the multiple-choice task and a peak near 0 on the VAS distribution, indicating that most listeners rated these productions as unacceptable productions of /l/ and showed less variability among listeners.

As for the less common error patterns (nasalization, /d/ substitution, and deletion), as predicted, there was greater variability in accuracy judgments and VAS ratings for all three less common error types compared to correct productions. In comparison to the correct and gliding productions, deletion and /d/ substitution categories demonstrated lower percentage match and some variability in listeners’ VAS ratings. Specifically, the greatest variability in perception was found for nasalized productions. The nasalization category showed the lowest percentage agreement with the original multiple-choice category, and its VAS pattern showed the most widespread pattern, which indicates that there was the least agreement among listeners as compared to the other categories. One possible explanation of this low agreement among listeners for nasalized /l/ productions could be related to the place of articulation of the two sounds; both /l/ and /n/ are produced with constriction at the alveolar ridge, with the back cavity behind the constriction generating antiresonance, and thus affecting its acoustic patterns (Fant, 1960).
Additionally, the lower percentage of agreements for less common errors could be related to listeners’ awareness involving less common errors of /l/. Unlike gliding, which is frequently discussed as a type of error for /l/ (e.g., Haelsig & Madison, 1986; Hodson & Paden, 1981; Peña-Brooks & Hegde, 2015; Preisser et al., 1988; Shipley & McAfee, 2016), other types of errors discussed in this study are rarely discussed in the literature, specifically in pedagogical materials, making listeners less familiar with these error types. This could have resulted in less consistency in their perceptual judgment of less common errors. For example, the results showed that less common error productions containing nasalization and deletion were commonly categorized as distorted by listeners. This could suggest that when listeners are uncertain about the types of errors, they were more inclined to categorize them as distorted rather than using other categories. Furthermore, there have been instances where the same sound has been categorized differently by SLPs although the notes provided by SLPs indicate that they have perceived similar error patterns (either nasalization or deletion).

These findings suggest that more discussion on types of different error patterns involving /l/ sounds, other than commonly discussed gliding patterns, could help listeners become more familiar with the types of less common errors and help them be consistent in their perception. Perceptual consistency is important clinically for accurate assessment of children’s speech sounds. Consistent clinical perception is especially important for identifying children who are producing less common errors, as these children may have poor phonological representations and PA skills, putting them at risk for difficulty with acquiring literacy (e.g., Anthony et al., 2010; Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Dodd, 2005; Leitão & Fletcher, 2004; Nathan et al., 2004; Raitano et al., 2004). Perceptual training that includes various examples of less common errors
could be helpful in training listeners on different types of errors, which could increase consistency in their perceptual judgment of less common speech errors.

In addition, there is a need for more consistent terms for classifying nasalization, deletion, and other substitutions other than gliding errors. Terminology regarding atypical and non-developmental errors are often used interchangeably in the literature to describe less common error patterns; however, the criteria that classify these errors varies across studies. Non-developmental errors are often defined as errors that differ from commonly used developmental phonological processes (e.g., Leitão & Fletcher, 2004). Atypical errors are defined as errors that are rarely produced by children of any age, in comparison to typical errors, which are produced by at least 5% or 10% of children at any age (e.g., Dodd et al., 2018; Smit et al., 1990). More consistent terminology regarding atypical errors could help improve clinicians’ recognition of these errors and aid in identifying children that may be at risk for difficulties that are often associated with these errors.

**Treatment of Less Common Errors**

As predicted, the results of the current study showed that clinicians use a combination of many different methods to treat less common errors. These include phonological methods and production-based methods that target the articulation of the sound. However, not all clinicians selected phonological treatment methods, despite these methods being recommended for the treatment of atypical errors (e.g., Dodd & Iacano, 1989; Leonard & Brown, 1984; Preston & Edwards, 2010). Additionally, none of the SLPs suggested to screen or assess children’s PA skills. Considering that children who produce atypical errors are likely to have weak PA skills, PA screenings or assessments for children suspected to produce atypical errors would be beneficial in identifying impairments in phonological awareness, which is important as they can
have long-term effects on their literacy skills (Brosseau-Lapre & Roepke, 2019; Preston & Edwards, 2010). In order to improve production of target sounds as well as PA, it could be recommended to target both speech sound production and PA during treatment of children who produce atypical errors (Gillon, 2005; Preston & Edwards, 2010).

Overall, SLPs showed differing opinions on the types of methods they would use to treat less common errors of /l/. More literature regarding the treatment of less common speech errors, therefore, could be helpful in providing the most effective intervention plans for this population of children.

**Conclusion**

The aim of the current study was to better understand types of less common errors of /l/ in children and SLPs’ perception and treatment of these errors. This study identified three types of less common errors of /l/: word-initial /l/ deletion, nasalization, and /d/ substitution. This study also showed that there is variability in SLPs’ perception and treatment methods for these less common errors. This demonstrates the need for more consistent terminology, comprehensive literature, and perceptual training regarding less common speech errors involving frequently misarticulated sounds such as /l/. This will be helpful in increasing clinicians’ awareness of these errors, enhancing consistency in listeners’ clinical judgment of these errors, and providing guidance for effectively treating these errors.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

Although the current study aimed to include varied stimuli, there was a limited number of stimuli, specifically for less common error productions, which was related to the number of child speakers. Future studies should include a larger number of child speakers to increase the number of productions per pattern and increase the reliability of the results. Secondly, although various
attempts were made to include many listeners from a wide range of cities and states, there was a limited number of SLPs who served as listeners in the current study. Additionally, most of the listeners were from one state, Louisiana. Future studies should include a larger number of listeners from different cities and states to better generalize the results by including listeners of different dialects.
Appendix A. Questionnaire

1. Do you have any history of speech and language problems? If yes, what type and have they been resolved?
   a. Yes
   b. No

2. Do you have a history of hearing difficulties? If yes, what type and have they been resolved?
   a. Yes
   b. No

3. Please specify how many years you have worked as a speech language pathologist:

4. Where have you practiced as a speech-language pathologist and for how long? Indicate the city and state/country (if not US) you practiced and the duration (e.g., if you have 2 years and 6 months of experience, please write 2;6).
   • Location 1:
     - City:
     - State/Country:
     - Duration:
   • Location 2:
     - City:
     - State/Country:
     - Duration:
   • Location 3:
     - City:
     - State/Country:
5. Please select the background of populations you have worked with (select all that apply):
   a. Pediatric patients (e.g., articulation, language, social communication)
   b. Adult patients (e.g., cognitive communication disorders, language impairments, motor speech disorders)
   c. Other:

6. Please select the clinical settings you have worked in (select all that apply):
   a. School system
   b. Private practice
   c. Hospital
   d. Nursing home
   e. Other

7. How often do you see child clients in a month?
   a. Very frequently (at least 5 hours per week)
   b. Often (at least 1-2 hours per week)
   c. Very rarely (at least 1-2 hours per month)
   d. Never

8. Please select the age range of patients you have worked with in the past 10 years (select all that apply):
   a. 2 years old - Pre-k
   b. K - 5th grade
   c. Middle school students
   d. High school students
9. Please select the kinds of sounds you have worked with (select all that apply):
   a. Stops /p, b, t, d, k, g/
   b. Fricatives /f, v, θ, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, h/
   c. Affricates /tʃ, dʒ/
   d. Nasals /m, n, ŋ/
   e. Liquids /l, r/
   f. Glides /j, w/
   g. Vowels
   h. Vowels

10. Have you ever encountered errors of /l/ that differ from gliding errors (gliding = “wamp” for "lamp")?
   a. Yes
   b. No

11a. How have you treated those different errors of /l/ (/l/ errors other than gliding errors)?

Select the most appropriate/relevant option from the choices provided.
   a. Placement cues (verbal, visual, tactile)
   b. Discrimination tasks (e.g., minimal pairs approach)
   c. Facilitating contexts (opportunity to produce /l/ correctly based on surrounding phonemes)
   d. Repetition/drill
   e. Therapy tools to demonstrate oral vs. Nasal resonance
   f. Shaping vowel sounds into consonant sounds
   g. Using tactile cues to facilitate oral vs nasal resonance
11b. How would you treat different errors of /l/ (/l/ errors other than gliding errors)? Select the most appropriate/relevant option from the choices provided.

a. Placement cues (verbal, visual, tactile)

b. Discrimination tasks (e.g., minimal pairs approach)

c. Facilitating contexts (opportunity to produce /l/ correctly based on surrounding phonemes)

d. Repetition/drill

e. Therapy tools to demonstrate oral vs. Nasal resonance

f. Shaping vowel sounds into consonant sounds

g. Using tactile cues to facilitate oral vs nasal resonance

h. Other

12. Please provide your email address for compensation purposes:
## Appendix B. Participant Background cont.

Table B.1 Participant background cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>City/States practiced and duration (years; months)</th>
<th>Backgrounds of populations worked with</th>
<th>Clinical settings worked in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L01</td>
<td>Laurel, MS - 7; Hattiesburg, MS - 5; Baton Rouge, LA - 9</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L02</td>
<td>Gonzales, LA - 3; Prairieville, LA - 19; Donaldsonville, LA - 1</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Other: virtual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L03</td>
<td>Hammond, LA - 5;5; Loranger, LA - 19;5</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L04</td>
<td>Gonzales, LA - 20; Baton Rouge, LA - 8; Nashville, TN - 2</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L05</td>
<td>Florence, TX - 1; Navarre, FL - 1;5</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Other: Home Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L06</td>
<td>Elk Grove Village, IL - 14; Chicago, IL - 14</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>Hospital, Other: University clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L07</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI - 0;11; Minneapolis, MN - 5;2; Chicago, IL - 7</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult, Other: Primarily adults, with a very small pediatric caseload</td>
<td>Hospital, Other: University clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L08</td>
<td>Chicago, IL - 38</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Other: University Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L09</td>
<td>Folsom, LA - 7;6; Metairie, LA - 24</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>Oak Lawn, IL - 15; Oak Forest, IL - 15; Chicago, IL - 10</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11</td>
<td>Hammond, LA - 1; Raleigh, NC - 0;8</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>Private Practice, Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12</td>
<td>Donaldsonville, LA - 3; Gonzales, LA - 20</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L13</td>
<td>Kentwood, LA - 2; Hammond, LA - 2; Ponchatoula, LA - 15</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L15</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA - 7; Metairie, LA - 14</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L16</td>
<td>Covington, LA - 27; Belton, TX - 1;6; Hilo, HI - 1</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Hospital, Nursing Home, Other: Private Clinic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(table cont’d.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>City/States practiced and duration (years; months)</th>
<th>Backgrounds of populations worked with</th>
<th>Clinical settings worked in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L17</td>
<td>Baton Rouge, LA - 27; Marksville, LA - 2</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L18</td>
<td>Denham Springs, LA – 15; Baton Rouge, LA - 14</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult, Other: Dysphagia</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Nursing Home, Other: University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L20</td>
<td>Denham Springs, LA - 1;10; Baton Rouge, LA - 0;8; Walker, LA - 0;9</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L23</td>
<td>Gonzales, LA – 8; Spring, TX – 5; Baton Rouge, LA - 1</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system, Other: Self-Employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24</td>
<td>Various cities , KY – 4; Various cities, IL - 6</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Other: University clinic; public and private schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L27</td>
<td>Brookhaven, MS – 20; Franklinton, LA - 2</td>
<td>Pediatric, Adult</td>
<td>School system, Private Practice, Hospital, Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L28</td>
<td>San Jose, CA - 5</td>
<td>Pediatric</td>
<td>School system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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